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Readiness. From left. SSG Cliff Manin. Jr.. MAJ Richard Byrd. SFC Jame'> Macmanu'>. and SSG Carl Lind>ay vi>it one of Iraq'~ nightmare> from Desen
Storm: an AIO attack plane. The>e Central Resident Office (CRO> soldier' too~ a Leadership De,·elopmcnt Program (LOP) tour of Osan Air Base. The
A I0. known as the ugly-but-awesome "Wanhog." rained ruin on Iraqi tanh and other ground targets. Both FED and the Wanhog are ready for new bad
guys. Story on page I 0.
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RSO&I: FED AT WAR!
by Pmricl.. Forre"

Way down south in Taegu
town, tucked into a small fenced-in
area of Camp Henry is FED. At
least, this is what FED will become
in the event of a contingency. Just as
in the first Korean War, NEOs will
evacuate (FED will drop from 400
to 191 people; see April's East
Gate Edition for more on NEOs),
and emergency-essential, missionessential, and military personnel will

go south. Then the Far East District
Operations Center (FEDOC), two
semi-permanent portable buildings, a
5-ton van, and a civilian school
building will be Headquarters,
complete with FED Commander
COL Gregory Kuhr. Exercise
RSO&I 200 I (Reception, Staging,
Onward movement, and Integration)
gives us the chance to test how well
we would actually make such a
(Continued on page 61
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FroiD the Coininander
dards, publications,
catalogs, newsletters)

COLGregoryKuhr

COMMUNICATION
WITHIN FED
How we communicate,
what we communicate and to
whom we communicate is absolutely critical to our business and
personal relationships. A few
months ago, a small group of our
Emerging Leaders conducted a
survey ofFED employees to find
out how good, or bad, our
communication was. I want to
'communicate' the resultsofthat
survey, which I hope you will fmd
interesting. We had excellent
participation, with 283
employees, 161 KN and 122
DAC responding. Most participants were not supervisors. I
intend to discuss only a few of the
questions during this article and
will continue with more, next
issue.

What are your major sources
ofinformation within FED?
26% Supervisor and coworkers
24% Regulations and manuals
14% Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP)
9% Customers
27% Others (industry stand-

What are the most important
ways to receive information?
24% E-mail
17% Supervisor instruction
12% Memorandum
11% Internet
9% Telephone
27% Other (library, meetings,
fax, newsletters)

computer , email system and our
ability to access the internet. I
do encourage all employees to
fust under tand where you are
getting your information from and
to seek out other sources.
Information can open doors to
creativity, work improvements,
and better performance. I
ALSO ENCOURAGE ALL
EMPLOYEES TO COMMU

Mr. Larry Vogan and M . Bok Yoon go face-to-face. Actually meeting promotes clear
communication and builds relationships.

How do you want to receive
information?
37% E-mail
23%
20%
13%
7%

Verbally
Memorandum
Internet
Postal service
From these answers I have
concluded that we rely on our
supervisors and co-workers for
muchinf01mation. Wealso have
become very reliant on our

NICATE FACE-TO-FACETHIS BUILDS RELATIONSHIPS AND IS THE MOST
EFFECTIVE W A YTO GET
YOUR MESSAGE HEARD.
Yes, you will have to leave your
desk and walk across the
compound sometimes, but you
will be glad you did.

Do you believe there is a
(Continued
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Safety/Occupational Health
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
by Edward j. Primeau

We have had several inquiries by personnel concerning their
office environments. The main area
of concern is indoor air quality. I
would like to address that issue in
this month's article.
First, let' s look at the
possible causes of poor Indoor Air
Quality (IAQ). The National
Institute ofOccupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) has performed over 450 hazard evaluations due to complaints of indoor
air quality problems in a wide
vatiety ofoffice settings. Their
results indicated that the main
problems found were inadequate
ventilation (52%); contamination
from inside the building (17%);
contamination from outside the
building(ll %);microbiological
contamination (5%); contamination
from the building fabric (3%); and
unknown(l2%).
Since most ofour facilities
are without ventilation, this may
also be the greatest cause of
problems in our office
environments. The Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
(HV AC) Systems of a building not
only provide temperature control;
they also provide dilution
ventilation. The purpose ofdilution
ventilation is to reduce contaminants generated in the indoor
environment. The contaminants
generated in the indoor environment consist ofcarbon dioxide
(which is produced during human
breathing), odors, and chemicals
(emitted from office automation
machines or used for cleaning). In

addition to providing fresh air, the
HVA C system also filters the air
before it is delivered to the
workspace.
The American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Airconditioning Engineers'
(ASHRAE) guidelines for acceptable indoor air quality use a carbon
dioxide level of 1000 pruts per
million (ppm) indoors as a decision
point for whetherenough fresh
air is provided to the indoor
environment. The outdoor, ambient
concentration ofcat·bon dioxide is
usually 250-350 ppm, and may be
higher in highly urbanized areas.
Usually carbon dioxide levels are
higher inside than outside, even in a
building with few complaints about
IAQ. Ifcarbondioxideconcentrations exceed 1000 ppm, complaints ofheadaches, fatigue and
eye and tlu·oat irritation will
increase.
Unfortunately, most ofour
buildingsdonothaveHVAC
systems. Therefore, we may have
inadequate ventilation in offices that
are crowded or have poor air
circulation. Our source offresh air
comes in tlu·ough the windows,
which reiyon natural air movement
and also do not provide any
filtration for contaminants such as
pollen and dust. To make matters
worse, I see a problem with the
use ofoffice cubicles. These
dividers provide privacy for
employees, but they also hamper
air movement in the office. I have
seen some cu bides that go from
floor to ceiling with no window or
source of fresh air unless the office

door is kept open. This is similru·
to working in a closet. I believe
that the best height for c ubicles is
about 4.5 feet. This will offer
seated employees privacy, but will
allow air movement in the office.
Many of our facilities are
also being used for different
purposes than they were designed
for originally. A room designed to
be occupied by two people may be
unsuitable for more that two people
plus computer equipment and other
office automaton equipment.
Since the air that enters
through the windows is unfiltered,
this allows dust, pollen and other
particulates to enter the work
environment. However, the human
respiratory system is very efficient
at removing particles before they
reach the gas exchange region of
thelung. Normally,exposureto
dust may elicit only an allergic
response in sensitive individuals.
But it should be noted that if you
smoke cigarettes you destroy part
ofthis nmmal protection system,
which allow particulates, especially
those in cigarette smoke to enter
your lungs.
Some may feel that portable
air cleaners are the answer.
However, I am not sure that these
cleaners have the efficiency to
solveour problem. First, these
devices need adequate airflow if
they are going to clean the
environment. Officefumitureand
machines may obstruct such
airflow. These air cleaners may be
designed to handle smallerrooms,
which are supplied with air from an
(Coll fillued
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The Deputy's Word
by LTC Charles Markham
Deputy Commander

It feels like summer is here
and the District work pace is heating
up also. We have many activities
going on concurrently at the
District Headquarters while the
Resident and Project Offices ontinue
with their heavy construction
workload. I don' t see any let up
through year-end! Talking about
o ur extra work, if you need to work
o vertime, please notify your
supervisor and claim the hours you
work! Managers, ensure your
employees are properly
compensated for their time and
effort.
Lately we've hosted a few
HQ USACE and POD visitors
with more to come in June. Mr.
Ray Urena and CW5 Curtis
Atkins, USACE Logistics
Management Office, visited our
LMO for a week, assessing our
internal operations. Ms. Pat Rivers,
Chief, Environmental Division visited
to get a feel on how FED and
US ACE can better help USFK/
EUSA in environmental work.
Corning in June is the US ACE
Chaplain, COL Moore, who will be
visiting FED employees and 249th
Engineer Battalion soldiers. Also in
rnidJune, BGHawkins, USACE
Military Programs, and BG Castro
will participate in the EUSA Senior
Executive Review Group (SERG)

activity. Soifyou see somenew
faces around, greet them with a
smile and show them our FED
spirit.
The FED military personnel
are scheduled to travel to
Washington D. C. in June to
celebrate the Army's 226th Birthday
and participate in a few US ACE
professional development activities.
We will be losing two great officers
in June, MAJ John Eisenhauer, Page
Project Office, and MAJ Pete
Helmlinger, Tongduchon Resident
Office. We wish them the best of
luck as they head off to CGSC at
FortLeavenworth.
In May we celebrated
Employee Appreciation Week by
recognizing the great efforts of our
employees. We conducted an
award ceremony in conjunction with
our Town Hall Meeting and I really
enj oyed seeing our outstanding
workers receive these awards and
certificates. Thanks to all of you for
your dedicated work throughout the
year!

comments and suggestions on how
to improve this annual event.
The next big event for the
District is our annual Organization
Day. This special time is scheduled
for Friday, 29 June. Please mark
this date on your calendar and I look
forward to seeing everyone there.
We' re planning for a fun day with
lots of activities, snacks and food.
To he lp defray some of the cost, the
committee is organizing some fund
raising events. Please continue to
support us in this worthwhile
endeavor.
A s always, think and act
safely as we head into the summer
construction season and warmer
weather. Leaders must be aware of
their employee's potential risks,
andhavea plan to mitigate them to
an acceptable level or stop the
activity.
As our new motto states,

"There's No Alternative for
Safety!"
Serving the District and you!

I think our annual Safety
Day was a great success and want
to thank everyone for their
participation and especially Mr. 0
and the Safety Office for
cooordinating and executing this
superb event. We welcome your
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FED: PACAF's 2001 Design Agent of the Year
Colleen Chamberlain 2001 CPM of the Year in Design
from suiff reports

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
recognized FED for its outstanding
services by naming the District their
2001 DesignAgentofthe Year and
Colleen Chamberlain their 2001
Civilian Project Manager of theYear
in Design.ln August 2001 Chamberlain will be recognized in Washington D.C. for winning the worldwide2001 USAFCivilianProject
Managerofthe YearinDesign. This
distinguished award is given by AF
Headquarters to the person who
provided the best professional
management in project execution
during the previous fiscal year.
When asked what she attributed her recent success to, Chamberlain explained, "I was fortunate to
win this award because of the
generous people, team environment,
and the "can-do" attitude of FED.
I've worked as a project manager in
other districts before, but I've never
worked with a better team of
dedicated professionals than Allen
Chin, Bob Losey, Ki Kim, Dave
Yang, and Dave Newcomer.
Teamwork within the organization is
exceptional, and it's enhanced by
great leadership from the top. James
Dalton is the best D PM that I've
ever worked for. He constant! y
keeps the district focused on successful program execution and
customer service. He also sincere!y
takes personal interest and care in
the careers of his people."
Chamberlain took special
pride in one ofthe significant
achievements over the past fiscal
year. "Our Kunsan team phenomenally designed and awarded three
MCPprojects within just seven
months! These projects, totaling a

Kun,an Team: (I to

r)

Ki Kim. Colleen Chamberlain (Team Leader). Dave Yang. Dave Newcomer

PA of$18.7M, doubled the average MILCON program at Kunsan
AB. Projectsofthiscomplexity
could take up to 2 years in the
states to design and award.
However, the entire project delivery
team utilized intense management
and innovative design/review
processes to contribute to successful award by 30 September. This
feat was even more noteworthy as
we awarded these projects at $2.
3M underPA."
"Fast track execution is only
one of a few reasons that makes
working in FED different from
stateside," said Chamberlain. "The
difference between FED and other
military construction-based districts
is like night and day. A CONUS
and OCONUS comparison makes
those differences even greater.
Because our work directly supports
frontline U.S. service members, we
have to be innovative to execute
quickly. Also, our AEfirmsand
construction contractors partner
really well with us. Wecunently

have only two AE firms who work
exclusively for FED as an extension
of our in-house design staff. We
also have about 40 pre-qualified
construction contractors, who are
very cooperative due to the competition to get on our list. We enjoy
having almost no protests or claims.
"

Having worked in the Civil
Works and Environmental programs
stateside before corning to FED,
Chamberlain found herfustexperience with the Military program to
be her most exciting and challenging
yet. She found the transition to the
Military program to be quick.
"What I learned in FED in one year
would normally take a PM three
years stateside to learn. This is
attributed to the fast pace of execution here and the incredible
mentorship by senior staff. FED
has also just developed the fust
interactive LAN-based Project
Management Business Process
Manual. It makes the learning
!Colllilllted mt page 8)
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RSO&I: FED
(Cmll illued fro m page I )

JUillp.

While FED takes its orders
from the Pacific Ocean Division in
Hawaii, we provide direct support
to USFK. In a conflict, CFC/
USFK will become an even bigger
customer of ours. Of course we're
also in the ameArmy. Thus each
year, FED joins twoofUSFK's
major exercises: RSO&I and UFL
(Ulchi Focus Lens).
RSO&I evaluates and
improves combined and joint
coordination, procedures, plans
and systems for contingency
operations ofROK and US
Forces. Technically, RSO&I
describes the process of deploying
units into a theater
(RECEPTION), integrating
combat-ready personnel and their
equipment (STAGING), moving
units from staging areas to their
field commands (ONWARD
MOVEMENT), and integrating
them into the combat zone
(INTEGRATION). Politically,
RSO&I demonstrates the resolve
and ability of our great alliance to
defend Korea.
FED 's Chief of
Transportation Ken Pickler
performed S-4 (logistics) duties
during the exercise. Ken notes,
" until five years ago, we didn' t
have areal rnission"inRSO&I.
FED spent four decades helping
USFKprepareforwar, without
knowing what role FED itself
would take in the event. Finally, in
1996, the fust 13 FED team

members joined the exercise,
using a conference room at the
Southern Resident Office on
Camp Henry as the Operations
Center.

The FEDOC: Two portable bui ldings and a
5-ton van squeezed between them. The
van' s expanding sides create an area of about
IS'x 15'. The two po11able buildings are
16'x40' and 8'x40'.

This year, FED stationed a
total of34 people in the Taegu
area. Another 14 served
el ewhere. Re ervists from the
States- the Contingency
Response Unit(CRU)-deployed
to augment our forces. According
to MAJ Peter Helmlinger, our
mission today is well defined: "to
supp01t U SFK with design
services and contract
administration for contingencies."
Ifthat doesn' t sound very warlike,
consider the Army's current
doctrine: a crisis response force of
up to 5 and 1/3 divisions (over
half the combat strength of the
Army) must be deployed by C+
75 (75 days after a crisis begins).
The transformation proposed by
GENEric Shinseki, the Chief of
Staff, calls for an even faster
buildup, and that' s justforthe
Army.
FED is really a "purple"

organization. This means it serves
all the services in Korea. In a
contingency, that may well
include, for instance, almost the
entirecombatstrengthofthe
Marines- three divisions, three air
wings. Then there's the Navy and
Air Force. Clearly, urgent
construction needs will vastly
exceed the capabilities of all
availablecombatengineers, who
in any case will be at the front. In
the rear, as hundreds of thousands
ofpersonnel pour in, fast, fwious
construction will be essential, and
thus, so will FED.

Be neath the netting: Mr. Hong. Song
performs PMCS on the FE DOC van. as LTC
Robert Foster emerges from a portable
building.

Ken Pickler: " until well into the
war, we're theonly unitavailable
to do contract-type construction,
whatevertheCINC's priorities
may be. " The classified, everchanging Critical Construction List
(CCL) attempts to predict the
CINC' s needs. During the
exercise, most of the FEDOC' s
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AT WAR!
\
Classified briefing: MAJ Gary Klein. Mr.
Dave Honbo. LTC Dan Encinas and Mr. Larry
Drape wait to catch the MSL~.

time was, in fact, spent reviewing the
CCL. The kind of projects required
would have to go up in less than 60
days. "In that time," says MAJ
Helmlinger, "we could build camps
and warehouses, and lots of force
protection structures: berms,
barriers, and revetments." These
would become logistical bases, beddown facilities, POW camps, and
myriadotherfacilitiestheCINC
mightrequire.
Buthowcanyouknow, very
quickly, what a POW camp should
look like? Or how about a Logistics
Over the Shore (LOTS) facility essential}y, an instant port? That's
where Engineering Division's Theater
Construction Management System
(TCMS) Team comes in. Bob
Kiehm; Pak, Un-yong; Choe,
Yong-to; Yu, Chae-hwang; Yi,
Chun-ki and 0, Song-hun use
TCMS: a sophisticated database of
standard designs that need only be
adapted to specific sites. According
to MAJ Helrnlinger, one lesson of
using TCMS in the exercise has been
the need to adapt TCMS designs to
local materials. "Unfortunately, so
much of our [hasty] construction

designs have wood constJ.uction. In
Korea, steel is readily available.
Timber is not." So expect lots of
steel,quonsethut-likeK-Span
buildings. These are meant to serve
4-to-6 months, though interestingly,
FED's own quonset huts are going
on fifty years' service.
Inspections "confirm" or
"deny" the usability of actual sites, or
suggest improvements to "adapt"
sites to TCMS designs. Sites will
also need constant inspection to
assess facility damage (FACDAM).
Thus, in a vast, rapid build-up, site
inspections will be a large part of
FED's duty. To simulate this, one of
our Liaison Officer (LN0) teams,
MAJ Richard Byrd and SSG Carl
Lindsay, actuaJI y used a helicopter to
recon USFKconstJ.uction sites.
FED LNOs both gave and
took information. MAJ Helmlinger
and SSG Tootooalii Polu at Eighth
Army (EUSA), MAJ John
Eisenhauer, CPT Mike Derosier and
SFC Dean Davis at USFK, CPT
Randall Wheeler at USNa val
Forces Korea, and SFC James
McManus and SSG Michael Martin
at 7th Air Force collected battle
reports. In turn, our LNOs were "the
one door to the Corps," assisting and
advising on engineering questions,
and able to reach as far as US ACE
HQin Washington for answers.
In our crisis, will contractors
even exist anymore? The plan is that
Korea's provincial governments will,
in a sense, "draft" contractors and

assign them specific missions. Yet
certainly, "petformance issues" such
as contractors disappearing off the
face of the earth can be anticipated.
Trying to imagine all that might
go wrong-a contingency pretty
much means everything already has
gone wrong- is the role ofMSLs
(Master Scenario Events Lists).
Pronounced "measles," MSLs work
not unlike real measles, basically
making you sick. Say, the enemy
attacks your contractor ... or
damages a project beyond the
contractor's ability to repair it ... or
suddenly, theFEDOC must move
... or your drinking water is poisoned ... or all these problems
assault you, all at once. In the
exercise, Jerry Giefer and Dave
Wilson briefed such calamities, and
everyone had to solve these hypothetical misfortunes right then and
there. FED generated numerous
MSLsinternally, withmorecoming
from USFK' shigherHQ.
Good solutions, whichMSLs
lead to, become COSOPS (Contingency Standard Operating
Procedures), a set of answers to
foreseen contingencies. FED keeps
its COSOPS in a set of classified
binders, locked in our vault. And
locked in our thoughts is.FED's war,
which we have grounds to hope will
never happen.
Keeping well prepared keeps
our adversaries well deterred. This is
the true purpose of exercises like
RSO&I.

~~&~
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Electro-Osmotic Pulse
by Gloria Sta11/ey

On Y ongsan Garrison, in
Seoul, Korea, moisture has plagued
the underground areas of certain
headquarters buildings. Because of
damage to the buildings, the
Y ongsan Director of Public Works
(DPW) requested the Far East
District (FED) to evaluate the
moisture-damaged areas and
propose a solution to the problem.
The damage includes deterioration
of the structural concrete on the
exterior of the structures and
patches of fungus and corrosion in
the ventilation system, the
operations and communications
areas, and in underground
passageways.

Some of the rust and deterioration in one of
the underground areas evaluated for EOP
technology to prevent additional damage.

Mr. Thomas Spoerner,
General Engineer, and Mr. Jack
Giefer, Facilities Management
Specialist, constitute the FED
Installation Support Office (ISO).
They have been working with the

ConstructionEnginee1ing Research Laboratories (CERL) of
the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers
Engineer Research and Development Center and a contractor,
Drytronic Inc., to determine if
electro-osmotic pulse technology
(EOP) is a viable solution to the
moisture problem.
This project is the result of a
fortuitous meeting between Mr.
Daniel Greene oftheYongsan
DPW and Mr. Spoerner.
"Mr. Greene described the
problem to me," said Spoerner
recounting the meeting. "I had
been the Center for Public Works
Program Manager for the EOP
research and development project
in the early '90s. !immediately
thoughtofEOP, but before I
could say a thing, Mr. Greene
presented me with a CERL
Facility Engineering Applications
Program Fact Sheet on EOP and
asked me ifl thought E OP would
work. We both had the same idea
from the start."
Spoerner and Mr. Ben
Gompers (ofFED Environmental
and Geotechnical Section) did the
preliminary facility assessment and
quickly recognized the site as a
prime candidate for EOP.
The FED ISO picked up
the tab for the initial assessment,
the site visit by CERL, and the
engineering evaluation. This is a
technology-transfer project for
facilities operation and
maintenance. Potential technology-transfer projects are elevated
to the l 9 1hT heater Support
Command (TSC). If the project is

a priority of the J9•h TSC, the
ISO can request central funding
for certain aspects of the project.
In this case, everything carne
together. FED was not only able
to provide the expertise, but also
the funds for the project.

Mr. Vincent Hock (left). Principle
Investigator. CERL. and Mr. Michael
Connor. Chief Operating Office r. Dytronic.
Inc .. usc a protometer to measure the
humidity in the concrete walls and floors.

WhatisEOP?
EOP is a proven and
permanent method of preventing
below-grade water intrusion. The
technology is installed from the
inside the affected building and
uses a series oflow-voltage
pulses. Based on the theory of
"Electro-Osmosis", these pulses
create an electric field inside the
building's concrete walls, thus
halting the water penetration . The
EOP technology also reduces
humidity to acceptable levels
which prevents corrosion of
equipment and eliminates the
source for mold, fungus, and
disease-carrying microorganisms

May200J
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Technology - whaaaaat?
that cause respiratory and other
health problems.
Originally developed in
Europe, EOP technology was
introduced to North America by
Drytronic, Inc., in 1990. The original
method ofElectro-Osmosis was
established in the late 1800's, but
new application developments by
Drytronic, Inc., piqued the interest of
CERL. In 1994 CERL projected
the EOP system could save the U.S.
Government millions ofdollars each
year upon its validation. The CERL
team provided site visits, installation
drawings, and systems monitoring to
Dytronic Inc., along with in-house
research and development. These
efforts led to the development of a
new anode material and installation
methods that ensure quality to its
customers.
"As a Principle Investigator for
the U.S. Army,partofmymission
requirement was to infuse the EOP
technology into daily use by
implementing the technology armywide. During FY'97 alone we
estimate the technology saved the U.
S. Army in excess of$5 million,"
said Mr. Vincent Hock, CERL.

system is activated.
The CCU delivers a series of
low-voltage pulses to the anodes and
cathodes. These pulses create an
electric field inside the walls. The
pulses cause the water to move from
the "dry side", the interior, to the
"wet side", the exterior, of the
building against the direction ofthe
flow induced by the hydraulic
gradient. This prevents water
penetration through the concrete.

Advantages ofEOP technology
EOP technology uses standard
11 Ov power, is energy efficient, is
cost effective, halts corrosion of
electlical and mechanical equipment,
stops deterioration of the concrete,
eliminates the source for fungus and
mold growth, does not require
expensive and hazardous excavation,
reduces humidity to acceptable
levels, and restores good indoor air
quality.
According to a CERL technical report, the EOP system is 40%
less expensive than traditional
waterproofing methods, yields further
benefits beyond the initial cost
savings, and is now recommended
for Army-wideimplementation.

How does EOP work?
A groove (or grooves) is cut
into the interior walls and/or floor of
the affected structure. A wire
"anode", designed for a 100-year
life, is embedded into the groove and
patched over with concrete. Copper
grounding rods, "cathodes", are
inserted into the surrounding earth.
An EOPCentral Control Unit
(CCU) is mounted on the wall.
Wires from the anodes and cathodes
are attached to the CCU and the

The Evaluation
The first step in correcting
the situation at Yongsan was to make
a site visit and take moisture samples
of the interior walls and floors of the
damaged areas. After consultations
with Spoemer and Giefer, Mr.
Vincent Hock, Principle Investigator,
CERL, and Mr. Michael Connor,
ChiefOperating Officer, Drytronic
Inc., made a trip to the Far East
District in January to take samples

and make an evaluation of the site.
Takingthesamplesinvolveddrilling
14 " holes at the water-damaged
areas and using a protometer to
measure the humidity in the concrete
walls and floors.
Theresultingprojectproposal
is to install an EOP system consisting
of four control boxes and annodes
along with initial adjustments- and
system monitoring nine months later.
The DPW will assess the findings
and if installation of an EOP system
is found to be cost effective, the
Y ongsan DPW will have the EOP
system option to solve the moisture
problem in these underground
locations.

New Teant
Mentber
CPT Michael C. Derosier joined
FED on April15
as Project
Engineer at the
Camp Page
Project Office.
His hometown is
Somersworth, New Hampshire. He
received his Civii Engineering degree
from West Point, and his Masters in
Civii Engineering-- Construction
Engineering Management from the
University ofColorado, Boulder.
Prior to joining FED, he served as
Company CommanderofB Co.
62nd Engineer Bn., Fort Sill,
Oklahoma. Michael enjoys downhill
skiing, ice hockey, golf, running and
hiking. His wife Monica lives in
Boulder, Colorado.
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Safety/Occupational Health
(Continued from page 3)

HVAC system, which filters air prior
to deli very in the room. In addition,
air cleaners may produce noise,
which is annoying or which interferes
with officecomrnunication.
So how can we make the best
of the work environment we have?
Here are some suggestions for
providing the best possible
environment.
-Regular and thorough cleaning is
important to ensure good indoor air
quality. While custodians typically
clean the office, as an employee you
can also play an important role in
promoting and maintaining
cleanliness. Keep your desk and
work area clean. Clean spills
promptly. Keep food and beverages
stored in sealed containers to avoid
attracting insects and vermin.
-Do not store chemicals in the
office. Chemicals should be stored
in a closet or in a chemical storage
cabinet.
- Report leaks to Facilities Maintenance promptly to prevent the
growth of microbial contaminants.
- Minimize the restriction of air
movement. Place office furniture
and equipment with air circulation in
mind. The use of a fan m ay help
distribute of fresh air. However, the
fan should not be directed at
personnel and should be quiet
enough to not disturb or annoy
employees.
-When air conditioners are used,
their filters should be cleaned or
replaced regularly.
If you still have indoor air quality
problems after implementing some of
these changes, p lease call me at 721 7 114 and I will perform an
evaluation.
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CRO soldiers take
LDP at Osan

May 2001

Remember Memorial Day
Sunday, May 28

by MAl Richard T. Byrd

Soldiers from the Central
Resident Office and the Pyongtaek
Resident office recently participated
in their first Leadership Development
Program (LPD). On 9 February
MAJ Richard Byrd, SFC James
Macmanus, SSG Carl Lindsay, and
SSG CliffMartin, Jr. worked a day
at Osan Air Base as the first in a
series ofquarterly LPDs.Theday
started with a tour of an A 10 attack
aircraft. Wehadoriginally been
scheduled for ECAS training
(Emergency Close Air Support), but
an exercise here conflicted with that.
Maybe nexttime.
We had lunch at the bowling
center at O san where I gave the
NCOs some pointers on bowling
techniques. (Actually, I came in last
place.)
We discussed professional
development for NCOs in the 51H
military occupational speciality
(MOS)field. Presently, SFC
Macmanus is scheduled for PCS
back to Ft. Sill underthe Homebase
Assignment Program. SSG Lindsay
is scheduled for a PCS move to Ft.
Leonard Wood under the Homebase
Assignment Program. Both SFC
Mac and SSG Lindsay will probably
attend the same ANCOC course in
September at Ft. Leonard Wood.
SSG Martin is considering extending
here for one more year.
After lunch , I gave a presentation on our roles during
contingencies. This session lasted
well into the afternoon and was very
productive. !received some good
feedback on ideas for improving the
FED Standard Operating Procedures
OP for LNO duties.

PACAF Design Agent of the Year
(Cmuinued f rom page 5)

process even easier and quicker for
new PMs and all functional staff.
Also, the Korean culture is centered
around natural teamwork and the
willingness to do what's needed to
get things done. All this makes the
perfect environment for a PM and
other team members to succeed."
Chamberlain summarized by
saying, "I truly enjoy my experience
in Korea and FED, both personally
and professionally. I can understand
why many people come here and
don' t want to leave. Whether corning
over with afamily or alone like I did,
it can be a very rich experience. I
immediately became part of the FED
family and was afforded terrific opportunities to learn. Going overseas
has turned out to be my best career
decision to date. It' s opened doors
for me to be competitive for bigger
and better career opportunities."
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l(Ot=eiii-Americans: a Time Line
from rile 0Ferseas Korea/IS Fowrdario11

-1882-1902- "The Beginnings.
"In 1882, the US and Korea
signed their first treaty. In 1886
the US approved Korean
immigration. In 1902, Korean
emperor Kojong recognized
Korean immigration to the US.
-1903-1905 -"FirstWave."7,
843 Korean immigrants came to
Hawaii (6,701 men, 677 women,
and465 children). They spread to
various pineapple plantations.
Some fmmed a self-governing
village. Most adjusted to the new
environment but those who
couldn't either went back to
Korea or to the mainland US. For
example,onJanuary 13,1903102 Korean Immigrants (56 men,
21 women, and 25 children) came

rrm>NI~<enne

Margaret Cho

to Hawaii on the SS Gaelic.
Each person had different
reasons for immigrating but all

THE CORPS' MISSION
from rile STRATEGIC VISION documelll

shared a common goal: to earn
money and live a better life. This
was a test case to see if Koreans
were good workers and had
courteous attitudes. On February
26, 1903- the Evening Bulletin
in Hawaii reported " ... They
appear to be hard workers, yet
they are paid the least ... would
work ten hours from dawn to
sunset for sixty-nine cents a day."
-1912- 1924 -"Second Wave."
951 Korean "picture brides"
immigrated to Hawaii.
Before the second wave, Korean
men outnumbered Korean women.
But Korean men insisted on
marrying Korean women only.
There were nearly 5,000
bachelors, and most remained
bachelors. They had to send
pictures ofthemselves and have
arranged marriages. The immigration of Koreans stopped because
of the Oriental Exclusion Act of
1924. The Oriental Exclusion Act
came about because of antiJapanese feelings of that time.
-1924- 1960's -"Third Wave"
The US allowed Korean students
to come to the US and study.
Immigrants also came due to the
liberationofKoreafromJapan.
American solders stationed in
Korea married Koreans ; these
were called "War-Brides" or
"Peace-Brides".
-1965-The Immigration Act of
1965 created the present -"Fourth
Wave." About 1,200,000formal
Korean immigrants reside in the
US, today.

May2001

From the Commander
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TRO family & friends tour construction sites

(Coutilllted from page 3)

need for bilingual information?
82% Yes
18% No
I recognize how difficult it is
to be completely fluent in a
second language. My intent is to
continue to have a Hangul section
in the East Gate Edition and to
provide translation in town hall
meetings and other large forums.
I also encourage all of our KN
and DAC employees to work to
understand each other. Remember when you were in school and
the instructor said something you
did not understand, and you did
not raise your hand to ask for
furtherexplanation. Well, this is
not school- we all must continue
to ask questions of each other
until we fully understand.
In an upcoming article, I
will talk about the rest of the
survey. Sufficeittosaywehave
many employees who do not
understand our corporate business
process- project management. I
want all employees to work
together to overcome our cultural
and language differences in order
to make FED even better than it
is.
Thanks to the Emerging
Leaders who conducted the
survey-Ms. Kim, Yong-Son;
Mrs. Sin, Hui-Pok; Mr. John
Ghim; Mr. Lenny Kim; and Mr.
Pak, Chun-Pom. Also, thanks to
the many folks who helped get the
survey out and who took time to
participate.

East Gate Edition

by Christopher S. Campbell

On Aprill3, 2001, the
Tongduchon Resident Office's
annual Spring Picnic was held at
Camp Casey. As part of this
year's festivities, we decided to
offer the families and friends of
TRO employees a fu-st-hand look
at the many FED projects being
constructed at Camp Casey and
CampHovey. Twelvevisitors
including two specially-invited
guests from FED HQ- Ms. Lee
Jones, Executive Office, and Ms.
Lowanda Almond, PPMattended.
Prior to the trip, each
participant was handed a hardhat
and a folder that included the tour
itinerary and project location
maps. The itinerary provided
specific information for each site
that would be visited, such as the
contractor's name and the
contract cost. Colored maps
showed the location of
construction sites and their status:
active, complete, or planned. The
tour bus wound through Camps
Casey and Hovey, giving our
guests an idea of the magnitude of
the work in progress. We
stopped at three different types of
facilities to provide the group an
opportunity to see what a typical
construction site was like.
Our first walking tour was
of a Duplex Company Operations
Facility, wheretheday-to-day
administrative functions ofa
military unit are managed.
Hyundai Corporation is
constructing the facility. Mr. Mike
Compton, the project QAR, gave
a brief explanation of the

construction process and then led
the group through the building,
describing many of the various
construction aspects.
The second destination was
the new Law Enforcement Center
constructed by Doosan
Construction & Engineering Co.
for the Criminal Investigation
Command and the Military Police
at Camp Casey. Ms. Carol
Spratley and Mr. Larry Grant
gave a presentation along with a
guided tour through this impressive
facility, which will be turned over
to its users this May.
The final stop was the new
Close Combat Tactical Trainer
facility being constructed by
Samwhan Corporation and
monitored by our QAR, Mr. Kim,
Nak-In. Probably the most
complex facility currently being
builtatCampCasey, this facility
will house sophisticated simulators
fortrainingtankcrews. Mr. Kim
led our visitors through the facility
showing what the Corps and a
skilled contractor can accomplish.
The feedback we received
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Talk tips
STRATEGIC GOALS
~~~QI

People.

~H

Be recognized for the technical and professional e xcellence of our world
class workforce ,functioning as teams delivering projects and services.
7]~:11} g.Qj~ O]TI~

1EJO£J-1Q1 7]::;~ 7};q.:JJ.
7J~6:l. ~~6:l Sf.91SOll r.:H5H <(H:l~ ~~ ~-

Process.

~~

J-1PllQ1

~~

¥WQ1 2£:A}30ll

Use the Project Management Business Process to operate as One
Corps , regionally delivering quality goods and services.
~!f-6:JO£

Sf-9

~~Qj g.Qj~ ?;-J]#5\-~

5\-l.fQl 8;i;-J]£J-1

~~~ ~]5\-7] ~5\-0j

7]~ ~2.] "'r~ ~~~ ~@W ~ -

Communication. Communicate effectively to build synergistic relationships that serve the nation.
QjA}~~-

~7\-0l] O]l:l}:A]5}~ ~~Qj ~7-j]~ ~~5\-7] ~5H ~Jl}6:j 0 £ QjA\- ~ ~~W ~

THE ARMY VALUES

LOYALTY.

Bear true faith and allegiance to the U.S. Constitution and the Army.

g~~-

o] ~~:11} ~~~ ~5H

-8$1~ ~.:il ~~~c.}~~-

g8

DUTY.

Fulfill your obligations.

O IC

c--r.

&!-'?-~ q.~ ~-

RESPECT.

Treat people as they should be treated.
cHSf.~~ ~:11} ~o]

SELFLESS SERVICE.

r.:HSf.W

~.

Put the welfare of t he
before your own

nation, the Army and your subord inates

:A}-8~r:t ~7}, ~~. !f-5}~@Q1 ~:A]Ol] ~~ ~

HONOR.

Live up to all Army values.

~Ofl .

£~ ~~Ql 7\-xl~ ~5H x-1-8w ~.

INTEGRITY.

Do what's right, legally and morally.

~~~-

~.:il ~~6:JO]Jl S:.~~<t.) <?d~ ~ ~ -

PERSONAL COURAGE. Face fear, danger, o r adversity.
g -,1.
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